THE ULTIMATE
SURFERS PARADAISE
One&Only Palmilla truly is the ultimate surfer’s paradise,
transferring guests to the best surf spots in all of Los Cabos,
traveling up and down the coast to hunt down the best waves all in
One&Only style. With every great swell coming in, Tropicsurf pros
can pack up the ultimate surf truck and hit the road with guests and
visiting Pro Surfers throughout the year to find consistent, quality
waves for all levels. Once the waves have been mastered, surfers can
kickback with a beachside setup that includes refreshing snacks and
beverages or To Go meal. Top off the experience with a surfer’s relief
massage designed to help alleviate muscular ache and tension.

BREAK
CATCH A

Take advantage of Los Cabos’
world-famous year-round surf
breaks, at One&Only Palmilla,
the ultimate surfers paradise.
Our Tropicsurf pros can show
you how, with expert lessons
customized for all ages and skill
levels, from first time surfers
to advanced wave riders.

PROGR AMS
Beginner Lessons
Level 1 Novice
$150 per person
1 hour on Pelican Beach
Learn safety and technique in white wash at Pelican Beach.
Surf conditions will be in a fun and safe environment to get
you comfortable in the water and familiar with the equipment.
Once you learn to paddle out and stand up successfully, we will
help to choose each wave for you, allowing you to focus solely
on surfing. This lesson prepares you with the basics so you
can continue to practice with confidence. No prior experience
necessary. Minimum age 4 years.

OCEAN TRANSITION
Level 2-4 Intermediate
$255 per person
Half Day 3 to 4 hour round trip
Intermediate lessons in white water or green waves with an
instructor by your side in the water. Learn to master the smaller
waves so you can ride in style as you continue to hone your skills
and build your independence out on the water.

TICKET TO RIDE
Level 5-10 Advanced
$255 per person
Half Day 3 to 4 hour round trip
$395 per person
Full Day 6 to 7 hour round trip
Maximum 4 surfers per session
Our Surf Pros know the best surf breaks and swells the Los
Cabos coastline has to offer. Let us take you to the best available
waves of the day. Choose from shorter, localized tours or longer
surfaris to East Cape or the Pacific Coast.

CLINICS
One To One
$1,500 per day plus guide expenses
Take your surfing to new heights with a dedicated pro on
your side. Receive personalized instruction tailored to
your specific skill level and goals. For avid surfers looking
to venture off the beaten path, let our expert guides
show you some of the area’s very best and most secluded
surfing spots.

Surfboard Hire
$50 per board per day; $250 per board per week
A selection of surfboards are available for hire while on
our guided Ticket to Ride surf trips. Please pre-book
well in advance. Fees will apply for excess damage or
broken boards.

Sessions include equipment: surfboards, wet suits,
rash guards, reef booties (if required), towels, water,
sunscreen and expert coaching; just bring your
bathing suit.
All rates are in USD; sessions will be billed to your room
account and will incur local tax and service charge.
Competency tests may be required.

Information & Bookings
Luke Adler
Tropicsurf Guide
luke@tropicsurf.net
+1 805 602 6946

